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The Public Office
Local meeting places for shared knowledge
In current urban planning, we plan for good public spaces, patios, playgrounds and creative
workshops for children, but rarely open workshops or spaces for non-consuming adults. As adults
we are expected to have a workplace where we produce, a home for reproduction and, in the public,
a role primarily as a consumer of goods, services, cultural or recreational experiences. The Public
Office argues for a more active civic role where these types of open spaces allow for co-production
in the public space – small-scale and non-commercial production as well as social organization. 1

1

Karin Bradley, KTH, ”Collective consumption”, Det förflutna i framtidens stad – tankar om kulturarv, konsumtion
och hållbar utveckling, red. Krister Olsson och Daniel Nilsson (Lund: Nordic Academic Press, 2014), pp 108.
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Local meeting places for shared knowledge
The Public Office is a vision of local, rent-free and open meeting places where people can engage in self-organized activities, work and education. The idea is that these public venues can contribute to the local community
and social engagement; constitute cross-border meeting places for students, youth, seniors and non-profit organizations, as well as for freelancers and people with precarious employment, small businesses and unemployed.
The Public Office concept is based on the idea that we need more public spaces where people in a residential area
can gather to be active together or next to each other, meet and make connections across generations, occupation,
social situation and background. People who are otherwise studying or working in their homes, that pursue (or
want to pursue) cultural, charitable, political or social projects and activities, looking for context and contact to
develop ideas, solve crossword puzzles or who simply lacks a place where they can experience community.

Design and content
The basic idea is that Public Offices are initiated by local stakeholders in a way that is rooted in the neighborhood's specific needs and possibilities. To ensure continuity, transparency and stability, we believe in having a
paid staff with good local knowledge, which together with the users to develop the business and communicates
with the public. After a build-up period of 1-2 years, it might be possible to continue without paid staff.
The concept also includes the design of methods and tools for interaction, which can help the users to get in touch,
co-organize events and support each other's initiatives. It may e.g. be about ways to mobilize users who want to
co-organize lectures, workshops, theme days, cultural events, markets, or support each other with knowledge and
experience on certain topics. The methods could be shared and encourage others to initiate local Public Offices.
How each Public Office could be financed will vary. We believe that Public Offices should be initiated by local
stakeholders, and that they could apply to start up with public funding support, crowd funding, and/or in collaboration with e.g. real estate owners, housing companies, local businesses and community groups. Municipal institutions, such as libraries or culture centers, should also be able to initiate and operate Public Offices.
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Proposed forms of activity and organization
•

Public Offices can be housed in places that are standing empty for a while. In most cities there are spaces
of different sizes and functions that remain unused for a number of years, waiting for the new tenant, renovation or political decisions. This could activate places that otherwise can spread a sense of desolation
and decay, while simultaneously there is a big need for social community spaces. Successful temporary
attempts may have the potential to find ways to stay long-term.

•

Since many of the ambitions and values of The Public Office coincide with the public libraries, it is interesting to investigate the possibilities of functioning as a feature of the library. Public Offices could also be
accommodated in other types of public cultural institutions: cultural centers, theater and opera houses,
museums and so on, in order to strengthen community participation and self-organization.

•

Public Offices can be established as new local venues in urban development projects. Where homes and
business premises are planned, Public Offices can increase the area's quality of living and environment.
This can be done in collaboration between municipality, developer, housing company, local civil society
and business, any existing libraries or cultural institutions, and so on. The offices can e.g. be planned on
the ground floor of a new block of flats or other types of available space.
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About the project
The Public Office is an initiative by artist-run organization Dilettant. Since 2011, we have developed concept, visualizations and methods, tried out temporary Public Offices (e.g. ArkDes 2012), shared the format with others
(e.g. the Triennial of Contemporary Art in Slovenia), developed preliminary project plans (e.g. with The Stockholm City Libraries), and are in continuous dialogue with stakeholders such as property owners, architects, researchers, local government officials and politicians. So far, no long-term Public Offices have been established.
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